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ABSTRACT

A rising awareness about social and environmental dimensions in business has brought scholars
to develop theoretical concepts about the behavior that companies should adopt. However,
these concepts are interpreted in the management literature in a biased way. Indeed, the
management literature demonstrates a bounded instrumentality when presenting the business
case for sustainability. The balanced scorecard presents also a bounded instrumental view on
sustainability by adopting a profit-driven value system and a strict hierarchy. In contrast, the
systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecard (SBSC) proposes a new way of integrating and
dealing with the different dimensions of sustainability. In this thesis, we analyze a revised
balanced scorecard which might have the potential to foster the planning of unbounded
instrumental sustainability strategies. We develop a case-study and analyze how the systemicdriven SBSC is appropriate to our selected company. The results show that a non-bounded
instrumental strategy can be planned with the systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecard
and that it has the potential to help companies to develop sustainability strategies.
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1.

Introduction
Our planet and our society face tremendous challenges falling in two categories: first, we risk to
irreversibly damage our ecological systems if our level of economic outcome continues to be
produced with our current technologies and methods (Hart, 1995) and second, we are confronted
with societal problems ranging from unequal distribution of wealth to unemployment.
Entrepreneurship, creativity and innovation are the necessary answers to our societal challenges
(de Woot, 2012). The current strategic management literature on sustainability in organizations is

developing but it happens along with an economistic perspective and therefore we see an apriori domination in the academic literature and in practice of the financial dimension over the
environmental and societal dimensions (Hahn et al., 2010).
The balanced scorecard is a strategic management tool adding to the traditional financial
measures criteria tracking the development of intangible assets and capabilities necessary for a
long term growth (Kaplan and Norton, 1992). A revised balanced scorecard seems to be of good
use in order to plan and implement strategies integrating environmental and social aspects into
the general management of the firm (Figge et al., 2002). Scholars have presented several revised
versions of the balanced scorecard to better manage organization’s strategies towards
sustainable development. The systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecard is one of them
but has not yet been tested empirically (Hansen and Schaltegger, 2012). In this thesis, we propose
to analyze how the systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecard is appropriate to the
planning of a non-bounded instrumental sustainability strategy and we develop a case-study
where we create a systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecard.
First, we develop a theoretical framework; describing the main concepts and theories relating to
sustainability; explaining the business case of sustainability; and summarizing the different
sustainability balanced scorecards’ architectures. After, we introduce the reader to a case study,
in which we explain the company’s strategy and our research methodology in order to build the
corresponding systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecard. In the end, the findings are
presented, we open the discussion and finally, implications for future research are provided.
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Part I: Theoretical framework
Chapter I: Definition of the normative framework
First, we begin with an analysis of the notion of corporate social responsibility (CSR) in the
literature in order to build a normative framework illustrating the ideal companies’ behavior.
Second, we define the concept of sustainability with the intention to see how it differentiates
with corporate social responsibility.
Section 1: The notion of corporate social responsibility
In this section, we define CSR in order to have a vision on a socially responsible corporate
behavior. Two authors realized a deep analysis of the definition of CSR.
First, in 1999, Archie B. Carroll reviewed several CSR definitions beginning in the 1950s till the
1990s in order to trace the evolution of the definitional construct of CSR. Second, in 2006,
Alexander Dahlsrud analyzed 37 different definitions of CSR and developed a framework
presenting five recurring dimensions. He used frequency counts to analyze how often each of
these dimensions where occurring in the different definitions. The five dimensions found are: the
environmental dimension, the social dimension, the economic dimension, the stakeholder
dimension and the voluntariness dimension. These two papers allow us to have an overview on
CSR. By overlapping them, we can build our own definition respecting Dahlsrud’s (2006) five
dimensions and citing several authors coming from Carroll’s (1999) work.
The concept of CSR recognizes that many social responsibilities are business responsibilities
(Clark, 1916, p. 229). These responsibilities begin when the decisions and actions of managers go

beyond the firm’s direct economic or technical interest (Davis, 1960). Moreover, the social
responsibility of the company “begins where the laws ends” (Davis, 1960, p. 313). CSR redefines
the purpose of organizations, it shifts the latter from making profit (Friedman, 1970) to serving the
needs and satisfying our society (Brundtland, 1987). Thus, managers have an obligation to take
decisions and pursue policies which are aligned to the objectives and the values of our society
(Bowen, 1953). In order to do so, the resources of companies must be used for broad social ends

and not only for the interests of private individuals and firms (Frederick, 1960). Therefore, Johnson
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(1971) advices managers to take into account a multiplicity of interests. Instead of increasing only
shareholder value, a responsible company balances the different interests of the external social
system (Davis, 1973) composed by suppliers, dealers, employees, local communities and the
nation (Johnson, 1971) and finally, the environment (Frederick et al., 1992).
Section 2: The concept of sustainability
There are two different levels for interpreting sustainability: the societal level and the individual
level (Figge & Hahn, 2011). The purpose of these two levels of interpretation is completely
different. At the societal level, the long-term survival of individual firms is not the aim of
corporate sustainability, it is rather the sustainable development of the society as a whole that
matters. At the individual level, the long-term survival of the firm and its prosperity represent an
end in itself: here, the environmental and social aspects remain instrumental to ensure the firm’s
survival.
In 1987, the report of the World Commission on Environment and Development (WCED) “Our
common future” chaired by Gro Harlem Brundtland, sounded the alarm about the planet’s
situation. It asked for a sustainable development of the economy and defined it as a
“development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability for future
generations to meet their own needs” (Brundtland, 1987, p. 16). In this report, one can read that
current generations are borrowing environmental capital from future generations without
concerting the latter who are the most concerned but have no possibility to protest or challenge
these decisions. Thus, the Brundtland report (1987) presents a new notion not yet seen in any
CSR definition: intergenerational equity. Finally, the report also states that humanity has the
ability to develop sustainably and to meet his needs without compromising the wellness of future
generations. The strategy triggering this sustainable development would “integrate economics
and ecological considerations in decision making” (Brundtland, 1987, p. 55).
However, current generations are not only borrowing environmental capital. Indeed, in 1995,
Hart enlarged the notion of capital by defining four types: man-made capital (produced goods),
human capital (knowledge and skills), environmental capital (natural resources) and social capital
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(relationships between institutions and individuals) (Figge et al., 2002). Dyllick and Hockerts (2002)
narrowed it down to three types. First, the economic capital which can be broadly compared to
Hart’s (1995) man-made capital, and is composed of financial, tangible and intangible capital.
Second, natural capital refers to the natural resources and the ecosystem. Third, the social capital
regrouping the human capital and the relationships between institutions and individuals.
Sustainable development is ensured when the management of these three or four types of
capital is done in a way that their stock stays constant or that at least the service of the capital
remains constant over time to ensure intergenerational equity (Cabeza, 1996).
Stern (1997) distinguished between two ways of managing this capital: the strong sustainability
and the weak sustainability. On one hand, the strong sustainability concept claims that the four
forms of capital are non-substitutable i.e. we must keep the four different kind of stocks intact.
On the other hand, the weak sustainability concept says that all forms of capital are substitutable,
i.e. if there is a loss in one form of capital, it can be compensated by an equivalent increase in
another category.
In conclusion, the concept of sustainable development argues for a more respectful way of doing
business in the long term. This perspective was not present in our CSR definition, indeed the
notion of sustainability adds another dimension: the intergenerational equity. However, the
concept of corporate social responsibility and the concept of sustainability have something in
common: they claim for a review of how companies do business. In both cases, businesses have
a prominent role to play into helping the society to prosper and sustain itself. The notion of
corporate social responsibility defines the optimal behavior of socially responsible firms and the
concept of sustainability introduces the needs of the society on the long term. Thus, we are now
aware of the needs of our society and how businesses can act in order to serve the society.
Chapter II: The business case of sustainability and corporate social responsibility
In this chapter, we adopt an internal perspective and ask the question: why would corporations
engage in sustainable development? To understand this new paradigm we must describe the
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business case of sustainability, i.e. how businesses align their strategies with sustainability and
CSR.
Section 1: The Global Reporting Initiative
The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) is an international not-for-profit organization with a network
based structure. Its purpose is to support organizations to become more sustainable by using
sustainability reporting. GRI’s mission is to make sustainability reporting available for all
companies and organizations (GRI-G4, 2013).
The GRI Guidelines offers reporting principles, standard disclosures and an implementation
manual to help organizations publish their sustainability reports. This framework introduces
metrics and methods for measuring and reporting impacts and performance related to
sustainability. Thus, the GRI implementation manual gives us a sound representation of how
companies perceive sustainability and which key performance indicators they can compute to
plan and implement a sustainability strategy.
Section 2: The stakeholder theory
After having reviewed the concept of CSR, we can assume that a central point of being socially
responsible is the consideration of the stakeholders external to the firm. The stakeholder theory
introduces the notion according to which the company has to consider not only the shareholder’s
needs but also the ones from external stakeholders.
Goodpaster (1991) identified a paradox in the stakeholder theory by opposing the strategic
interpretation with the multi-fiduciary interpretation. In the first interpretation, taking
stakeholders into account must be aligned with the achievement of the shareholders and
managers’ objectives. In the second interpretation, considering stakeholders’ needs is a moral
obligation and must be done at all times even if it does not directly benefit the organization. Thus,
Goodpaster (1991) concluded by saying that there is either business without ethics (i.e. strategic
interpretation) or ethics without business (i.e. multi-fiduciary interpretation).
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However, Freeman (1994) advocated that the stakeholder theory fights against the separation
between business discourses and ethical discourses: he claimed that separating the two
discourses allowed business theory to be deprived of moral principles and therefore could “be
used to justify a great deal of harm” (Freeman, 1994, p. 412). Thus the stakeholder theory strives
to close the gap between the strategic interpretation and the multi-fiduciary interpretation, to
bring back together the two discourses in order to incentivize corporations to take care of
stakeholders.
Donaldson and Preston (1995) presented three aspects of the stakeholder theory:
descriptive/empirical, instrumental, and normative. The first aspect is that the stakeholder theory
is descriptive, indeed it describes the corporation as: “a constellation of cooperative and
competitive interests possessing intrinsic value” (Donaldson & Preston, 1995, p. 66). The second
aspect refers to the instrumentality of the theory, which means that it helps to examine the links
between “stakeholder management and the achievement of various corporate performance
goals” (Donaldson & Preston, 1995, p. 67). Indeed, the stakeholder theory has a predictive value i.e.
if certain practices are adopted then a certain outcome will happen. Finally, the theory is
normative in the sense that it firstly presents stakeholders as groups or a person with a legitimate
interest into the corporation activity, and secondly because it claims that each stakeholders’
interest has an intrinsic value which ought to be considered as such and not only if it furthers the
interest of the shareholders.
This theory contrasts with the classical view of the input-output model (Donaldson & Preston, 1995)
which considers only four parties: investors, employees, suppliers and customers. In this model,
the three first parties are providing an input to the corporation and the output is sold to fourth
party: the customer. The stakeholder model adds four groups to this input-output model: trade
associations, communities, governments and political groups. In the latter, all parties bring their
input according to their legitimate interest to the organization and receive a counterpart from
the company. The more extreme proponents of stakeholder theory suggest that the
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environment, animal species and future generations should be included as stakeholders
(Solomon, 2010).

The stakeholder theory involves a set of attitudes, structure and practices which defines
stakeholders’ management. The latter requires corporations to pay particular attention to the
legitimate interests of all relevant stakeholders, in “the organizational structures, general policies
and case-by-case decision making” (Donaldson & Preston, 1995, p. 67). However, all stakeholders’
grievances might not need to have the same weight at every point in time.
Donaldson and Preston (1995) developed analytical arguments saying that “stakeholder
management can be linked to conventional concepts of organizational success” (Donaldson &
Preston, 1995, p. 78). One of the conventional concept they refer to is the agency theory (Jensen &
Meckling, 1976). As a brief reminder, the agency theory focuses on the efficiency of making the

agent (i.e. the manager) do what the principal (i.e. the shareholders) wants him to do at a minimal
cost.
Aligning the agency theory with the stakeholder theory results in a stakeholder-agency theory
(Hill & Jones, 1992) which in the end, defines managers as the agents of all the stakeholders. The

agency theory advocates the minimization of agency costs to be efficient, therefore we can draw
the conclusion that we can be efficient by minimizing the agency cost while extending the
principal to stakeholders, hence the stakeholder model is linked instrumentally to organizational
performance (Donaldson & Preston, 1995). Thus, in this perspective the new performance criteria
of the firm would correspond to the success of the latter into satisfying multiple stakeholders’
interests.
The stakeholder theory presents four axes of added value. First of all, it claims that business
ethics and strategy align (Freeman, 1994). Second, it defines who the stakeholders are, then it
depicts a causal-effect relationship on performance and it puts the firm’s behavior in a normative
framework (Donaldson & Preston, 1995). Third, it widens the scope of companies by reviewing the
input-output model and offers new perspectives for doing business. Finally, it revisits the agency
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theory and suggests that taking stakeholders into account and assimilating them to principals
might improve organizational performance.
Section 3: Strategic corporate social responsibility or the Corporate Shared Value
In 2006, Porter and Kramer criticized the fact that CSR is, according to them, too much at the
periphery of the core business, i.e. “fragmented and disconnected from business and strategy”
to the extent that it is seen as a cost or a constraint instead of a “source of innovation,
opportunity and competitive advantage” (Porter & Kramer, 2006, p. 2). Moreover, they advocate
that the proponents of sustainability and CSR theories are focusing on the tensions between the
society and the business instead of observing their interdependence.
Porter and Kramer (2006) argue that businesses and society need each other, they are closely
interdependent. Alongside, both entities necessitate to be healthy to benefit one another. On
one hand, society needs healthy companies. Indeed competitive firms create jobs and wealth, on
which the government can deduct taxes and preserve social welfare. On the other hand,
companies need a healthy community too. Indeed, demand expands when human needs are
fulfilled and their aspiration grow. Moreover, a healthy society provides the necessary resources
for businesses to flourish. First, education, health care and equal opportunities are a key
condition for the workforce to be productive. Second, stable laws, property rights and noncorrupted government are also part of the conditions for companies to grow. Finally, unhealthy
companies will bankrupt, creating unemployment, poverty and political instability; and an
unhealthy society is a potential source of internal costs for the companies.
Porter and Kramer (2011) advocate that there are three ways to address social needs. First, the
company can reconceive its markets and products. Indeed, markets and products needs are
primarily social needs. Thus, companies can find new markets and products development
opportunities by assessing the social needs of the society. This analysis will reveal untapped
markets and customer segments and therefore the potential of creating value. Second, the
managers redefine the productivity in the value chain. The value chain of a company is often
subject to economic costs stemming from societal problems (e.g. poor educated students who
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need to be trained when being hired). Thus, addressing societal issues can increase the
productivity in the value chain and avoid extra costs (e.g. deliver trainings at university). Finally,
the company’s strategy enables local cluster development. Indeed, the firm is affected by the
surrounding institutions: business institutions as suppliers, service providers; and other
institutions as academic programs, universities, communities, fair competition laws. The
company will address gaps in the framework condition surrounding the cluster, the education
gap depicted earlier is an example.
If society and business are closely intertwined, then the incorporation of a social perspective into
the framework guiding businesses’ strategy is necessary (Porter & Kramer, 2006). Thus, any
corporate strategic action would be driven by the following process.
First, the company identifies a point of intersection where society and the firm are dependent.
On one hand, the two strategists advise companies to find the inside-out linkages (Porter &
Kramer, 2006), i.e. the interdependencies between society and the firm. Through the analysis of

the value chain of the company, they can identify the impact on the surrounding communities
and the environment and thus, find new business opportunities. On the other hand, the company
ought to find the outside-in linkages, referring to external events that can harm the company’s
future as social events or environmental catastrophe. Investing into social development and
environmental improvement is therefore a source of strategic innovation and a new way of
controlling risks.
Second, the managers choose the social issue to address. The latter aligns the potential of an
economic value creation for the business with a meaningful social benefit for the society. Social
issues fall into three categories: generic social issues which have no inside-out or outside-in
linkages with the company, value chain social impacts which are significantly affected by the
corporate actions, and social dimensions of competitive context gathering the factors in the
external environment significantly affecting the company’s drivers of competitiveness.
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Third, managers create a corporate social agenda where they rank and categorize social issues
with the intention to find a way to address the problems of the society while reinforcing their
corporate strategy.
In conclusion, the authors define the concept of Shared Value as the creation of economic value
in a way that also benefits society by addressing its needs and challenges (Porter & Kramer, 2011).
In their opinion, shared value should become the organization’s purpose. Thus, Porter and
Kramer (2011) argue for a widening of the strategic scope as managers will then be able to find
new opportunities by reconceiving their products and markets, redefining the value chain
productivity, and by enabling the development of local clusters.
Porter and Kramer’s (2011) theory on shared value relates to our previous developed theories
and concepts with some nuances.
First, Clark’s (1916) affirmation is parallel to the shared value theory fundamental: while Clark
(1916) tells us that social responsibility are business responsibility, Porter and Kramer (2011)
omitted the word “responsibility” but agreed on viewing social issues as business opportunities.
Therefore, the idea of an alignment between business and society remains present. However, by
omitting the word “responsibility”, the paradigm is no longer the same. Indeed, most CSR authors
called companies to take their responsibility towards society and the environment, regardless of
the advantages that it could bring them. In contrast, a company can choose to seize an
opportunity, or not.
Second, the shared value theory reflects the three pillars of sustainability, e.g. environmental
issues can be addressed through eco-efficiency, social needs are seen as business opportunities
and there is always an economic value creation. However, the authors clearly state that “shared
value is not sustainability” (Porter & Kramer, 2011, p. 4). Indeed, the strategists highlight that the
sustainability school raises questions about trade-offs. Porter and Kramer (2011) advocate to
move beyond trade-offs and discard the idea that companies must temper their profits to benefit
the society. Moreover, neither future generations nor the long-term preservation of the three
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types of capital are mentioned in the shared value theory. This theory is interpreting
sustainability only on the individual level in an instrumentalist way.
Third, when encouraging the managers to create shared value, Porter and Kramer (2011) call for
a widening of the company’s scope and an increased consideration for the surrounding
stakeholders, thus it is a sound representation of the stakeholder theory. Moreover, the shared
value theory illustrates the instrumentality of the stakeholder theory, indeed Porter and Kramer’s
(2011) objective is to emphasize that tackling social issues will lead to value creation. However,
we affirm that shared value theory does not solve the paradox depicted by Goodpaster (1991).
Indeed, in Porter and Kramer’s (2011) theory, the social issues addressed must create economic
value, the latter reasoning is a pure strategic interpretation of the stakeholder theory and
therefore is still concerned by a “business without ethics” risk. However, shared value theory
differs from Friedman’s (1970) famous statement “the social responsibility of business is to
increase its profit”. Indeed, Porter and Kramer (2011) emphasize that if business only increase its
profit to the detriment of its community, it might just hinder its performance on the long-term.
Section 4: The systemic economy: 7D Value and Ecosystem
De Kemmeter and Mauhin (2014) introduce the Systemic Economy as a new way of perceiving
our economic system. They do it primarily with two models: the 7D-Value balance sheet and the
Ecosystem. The first one attempts to measure the intangible value inside companies and the
second provides a framework to foster the collaboration and the value creation between the
company and its stakeholders.
The 7D-Value (see Figure 1) presents a revised balance sheet not only representing financial value
but rather focusing on seven different value dimensions: the common good, the knowledge, the
communication, the emotional, the process, the material/financial, and finally the earth. The 7DValue balance sheet is respecting the basic principle of accounting by incorporating two columns:
the assets and the liabilities. An asset (+) represents a resource, a strength, and a liability (-)
depicts a problem, a need. The authors claim that the 7D-Value balance sheet enables an
exhaustive value assessment of the tangible and of the intangible value of the firm.
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Figure 1: The 7D-Value balance sheet. Source: de Kemmeter & Mauhin (2014)
The Ecosystem (see Figure 2) represents the 7D-Value balance sheet of the firm in a cluster of
surrounding stakeholders also represented by their 7D-Value balance sheets. The model intends
to undertake new collaborations between the firm and its stakeholders in order to create a new
type of business: a systemic business model. The process for designing an Ecosystem is divided
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in three steps. First, the managers design the list of every surrounding stakeholders. Second, de
Kemmeter and Mauhin (2014) advice to define the assets and liabilities of each party. Finally,
when the managers have pinpointed the needs and resources of their stakeholders, they start to
create loops of value. They will identify how they can help their surroundings and what they could
get from them in return. Thus, a loop of value is created as soon as a need is addressed and that
in exchange, it creates an asset or fill a liability in the balance sheet of the company.

Figure 2: The Ecosystem. Source: de Kemmeter & Mauhin (2014)
In conclusion, de Kemmeter and Mauhin (2014) advocate that new business models will be
systemic thanks to a strong collaboration between the firm and its stakeholders. By helping each
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other, their 7D-Value balance sheets might improve, not only financially but also along the six
other dimensions of value.
Section 5: Beyond the business case of sustainability
When reading the Brundtland report (1987), one can see that sustainable development is meant
to preserve the planet and ensure the prosperity of the human race thus, the concept of
sustainable development is “per definition an instrumental concept” (Figge & Hahn, 2011, p. 327).
To safeguard our prosperity, the three pillars must be respected simultaneously, hence the
concept of sustainable development implies that there should not be any predominance of one
pillar over the others.
However, integrating the three pillars of sustainability in companies remains a real challenge
(Gladwin et al., 1995). Their implementation is often subject to trade-offs between them, these

trade-offs must be solved without any a-priori predominance of one dimension over another.
Figge and Hahn (2011) argue that research to date is systemically depicting an a-priori
predominance of the economic dimension over the environmental and social dimensions: this
predominance is named “bounded instrumentality”. Indeed, most researches (both conceptual
and empirical) have a biased view on sustainability while attempting to link it to economic value
creation. In the literature, corporate sustainability is supposed to drive proﬁtability and thus,
environmental and social aspects that might hinder enhanced ﬁnancial performance are
discarded. This does not represent an integration of sustainability into corporate management,
but is allowing companies to go on with their “business as usual” (Kallio and Nordberg, 2006). Thus,
this notion of bounded instrumentality presented in most research on sustainability misguides
the management world about how to handle sustainable development (Figge & Hahn, 2011).
The bounded instrumentality is illustrated in the shared value theory, indeed the managers are
looking for social issues creating economic value for the company. Thus, we argue that managers
are less likely to undertake a social action if the latter doesn’t reinforce the strategic position of
their company. However, in the systemic economy, the value creation is not necessarily financial
but can be created on seven different levels. Hence, we argue that it is less likely for bounded
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instrumentality to happen in de Kemmeter and Mauhin’s (2014) models because the managers
can value their actions differently.
Chapter III: The balanced scorecard and its evolution towards sustainability
To manage a company strategically is a complex task and managers need to be supported by
frameworks and tools in order to be able to plan, implement and measure their strategies. Kaplan
and Norton (1992) created a strategic management system called the “balanced scorecard” with
the objective of measuring intangibles assets and capabilities leading to long-term value creation.
Sustainability being a strategic matter, it is only logical to attempt to include it in this
management tool.
In the following sections, we first introduce the balanced scorecard and its critics; second, we
analyze the different ways to adapt the balanced scorecard to sustainability and finally, we go
deeper into the analysis of the systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecard.
Section 1: Kaplan and Norton’s (1992) Balanced Scorecard
Kaplan and Norton (1992) realized that a company’s performance was not only stemming from
physical and tangible assets’ management but rather from the management of intangible assets.
Thus, they designed a tool enabling the tracking of financial performance on a day-to-day basis
while having a glance at the future direction of the company and the development of
organizational capabilities to ensure its future success. Short-term actions are hence linked to
long-term goals through the use of the balanced scorecard (BSC).
Financial measures are defined as lagging indicators because they merely represent the financial
impact of decisions made in the current or past period (Atkinson et al., 2012) whereas nonfinancial
measures tend to be the leading indicators (i.e. driving the profitability on the long-term).
This linkage between short and long-term goals is achieved with the help of four processes: the
translating the vision process which builds a consensus among managers on the organization’s
vision and strategy, the communicating and linking process leads managers to communicate from
top to bottom, to educate the employees and to set individual and departmental goals in line
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with the strategy, the business planning process integrates the business and financial plan and
finally the feedback and learning process builds the capacity for strategic learning (i.e. see if the
strategy is well implemented and working, and figure out the need for changes).
The balanced scorecard includes four perspectives and each one of them answers one question.
The customer perspective answers “how do we create value for our customers?”; the process
perspective answers “at which process must we excel to meet our customer and shareholder
expectations?”; the learning and growth perspective answers “what employee capabilities,
information systems, and organizational capabilities do we need to continually improve our
processes and customer relationships?” and finally the financial perspective answers “how is
success measured by our shareholders?” (Atkinson et al., 2012, pp. 19-20). Each perspective is
defined by objectives, measures (or key performance indicators, i.e. KPIs) and targets. The
strategy map illustrates cause-and-effect relationships between the objectives (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Example of a partial strategy map for a discount airline company. Source: Atkinson et
al. (2010), p. 22.
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The balanced scorecard revolutionized the business world, firstly by emphasizing the importance
of intangibles in the organization, secondly by offering a clear strategic management system
enabling the planning, implementation and the tracking of a strategy.
Section 2: Critics of the balanced scorecard
Voelpel et al. (2006) and Bieker and Waxenberger (2002) analyzed the BSC and they pointed
towards several limitations of the model relevant for our study. Thus, we ought to present these
critics while nuancing them with Kaplan and Norton’s (2006) response to Voelpel et al. (2006) in
order to justify our final SBSC’s architecture choice.
The authors identify five limitations of the traditional BSC, three of the most relevant limitations
for this thesis are presented below (Voelpel et al., 2006).
First, the BSC is a rigid measurement tool, because of the fact that there are only four
perspectives. When a measurement factor does not fit in one of the four perspectives, the danger
arises that the manager neglects the latter. However, Kaplan and Norton (2006) argue that the
classic four perspectives of the BSC is merely a template and that they never denied that one or
several perspectives may be added or removed. Second, the BSC favors strategic static-ism, once
the goals are set and the BSC implemented, it is indeed difficult to see beyond the set objectives
and to change the direction of the strategy. Kaplan and Norton (2006) respond that they always
encouraged companies to use the BSC as an opportunity to adapt their strategies. The objectives
and measures can thus be changed if needed. However, it is true that the BSC implies a certain
stability in the strategy and the vision: it would be difficult to change the whole vision and
strategy in the course of its implementation. Third, the authors reproach the BSC to be too
mechanistic i.e. with a systemic and rational approach to measurement (Voelpel et al., 2006). The
fact that we try to draw linear causal-and-effect relationships between the perspectives does not
represent the complex environments in which the company evolves. Kaplan and Norton (2006)
argue that they promoted a dynamic and non-linear model for companies’ strategy maps,
however they admit that: “few companies have, to date, extended the linear hypotheses in their
strategy maps into a dynamic, nonlinear simulation model” (Kaplan and Norton, 2006, p. 427).
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To these three selected limitations, Bieker and Waxenberger (2002) add four. The first one is that
the tool tends to be economistic i.e. stakeholders’ interests are only taken into account once
aligned with strategic goals and a potential value creation. The second one is the predominance
of the financial perspective, placed always on top and to which all other three perspectives have
to relate (see Figure 3). The third one is the short time lapse of a BSC (from 3 to 5 years). Finally,
they agree with Voelpel et al. (2006) confirming that the tool is quite rigid. Indeed, most of the
time the strategy resulting from the construction of the BSC is strictly implemented, leaving little
room for improvement. In the end, they finish their critique by concluding that “the
predominance of the financial perspective of the BSC might prevent companies from integrating
sustainability-related issues in an equal way” (Bieker and Waxenberger, 2002, p. 22). These two first
limitations from Bieker and Waxenberger (2002) cannot be refuted by Kaplan and Norton, indeed
these limitations are clearly illustrated in their text. As an example, we can quote: “Companies
should strive to identify the regulatory and social process objectives that will have the biggest
impact for enhancing employee attraction and retention, customer value proposition, and
financial performance.” (Kaplan & Norton, 2006, p. 424).
In conclusion, we retain the five following points in order to highlight the weaknesses of the
model and be able to improve it. First, the traditional four perspectives of the BSC might be
simplistic and too focused on the organization itself if not completed by additional perspectives.
Second, the planning and implementation of a strategy with the BSC induces a certain static-ism,
even though the tool can be modified, there is a minimum commitment to the initial planning.
Third, most of companies adopt a mechanistic mindset when trying to find cause-and-effect
relationships in the strategic map. Fourth, the tool is economistic, every objectives should be
linked to economic value creation. Finally, the financial perspective is predominant and placed at
the top. Hence, the balanced scorecard used as such, would be a sound representation of the
bounded instrumentality when we use it to plan and implement sustainability strategies.
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Section 3: Adapting the balanced scorecard: the sustainability balanced scorecard
When analyzing the purpose, the methodology and the structure of the balanced scorecard, we
realize that there is potential to align it to the concept of sustainable development. First, the
purpose of the balanced scorecard emphasizes the long-term development of the firm and the
necessity to balance short-term and long-term objectives. Second, Kaplan and Norton (1992)
address the necessity to focus on intangible assets. Finally, the BSC puts the financial measures
as lagging indicators driven by the other perspectives’ objectives.
However, we saw that the BSC is subject to many sound criticisms, thus we advocate that we
should modify its structure in order to adapt it to the strategic sustainable development of
companies.
In 1998, Johnson introduced the idea to manage environmental performance with the help of
the BSC. Since then, many authors have tried to adapt the BSC and to transform it into a
sustainability balanced scorecard (SBSC). In this section, we will first present the dimensions
influencing the structure of the SBSC and then present the different possible SBSC architectures.
a) Dimensions influencing sustainability balanced scorecard’s architecture
Hansen and Schaltegger (2012) made a systematic review of 36 articles dealing conceptually and
empirically with the SBSC in order to research multiple corporate objectives management. The
authors selected core articles on the SBSC according to specific inclusion and exclusion criteria,
though they included as many articles as possible because of the recentness of this research
topic. The extracted data was basic information (authors, titles, etc.) and specific information
(details, methodology, etc.). The data synthesis was done on two levels, the first one is a
descriptive analysis (a quantitative bibliographical analysis), the second one is an interpretative,
thematic analysis of key emerging themes aligned with their research question. They identified
two dimensions influencing the architecture of the tool: the type of sustainability strategy and
the value system of the organization.
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i)

Typology of sustainability strategies

Hansen and Schaltegger (2012) define the first dimension influencing the SBSC as the type of
sustainability strategy undertaken by the firm.
Kaplan and Norton (1992) emphasized that the first process of their model was “translating the
vision”. Indeed, a BSC reflects the vision and the strategy of the company. The firm’s vision on
sustainability and the way it plans its sustainable development will therefore influence the SBSC’s
structure.
Carroll (1979) defined a continuum describing the philosophy, the mode or the strategy standing
behind the business’ social responsiveness. The latter starts with companies not responding to
social needs (do nothing) to companies responding proactively to them (do much). On this
continuum, Wilson (1975) identifies four strategies: reaction, defense, accommodation and proaction. The reaction strategy will not be developed as it equals to do nothing and we are
interested in companies intending to undertake a sustainable development.
Bieker (2003) classified sustainability strategies according to their strategic orientation (i.e.
towards the market or the society) and their strategic behavior (i.e. reactive or proactive). He
presents five types of strategy: the safe strategy aiming at reducing and managing risks while
securing existing markets and positioning; the credible strategy focused on image and reputation;
the efficient strategy concerned by increasing productivity and efficiency (e.g. eco-efficiency and
socio-efficiency); the innovative strategy differentiating products and services in order to
increase sales and margins; finally the transformative strategy aiming at creating new markets
by shifting institutional frameworks.
Bieker (2003) defines the safe strategy as a hygienic factor. The latter is inherent in all other
strategies because of its vital and basic function: protecting your market share or ensuring
financial stability. In contrast, the transformative strategy is more fundamental than others. It
intends to transform or create new markets and in the end, to influence the society as a whole.
However, it necessitates institutional changes in human needs, politics or institutional
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frameworks. The objective of this strategy is to: “create or participate in structural changes in the
institutional framework of markets and politics” (Bieker, 2003, p. 9).
We can make an analogy between Bieker’s (2003) and Wilson’s (1975) strategies. The safe
strategy is equivalent to the reaction strategy, indeed in both cases the company will run its usual
activity without being concerned about sustainability. The efficient strategy corresponds to the
defense strategy, for instance companies undertaking eco-efficient actions are mainly aiming at
reducing costs and anticipating rising energy prices. While the innovative strategy is close to the
accommodation strategy, the transformative strategy resembles the proactive strategy.
ii) Value system

Van Marrewijk (2004) identifies four value systems in organizations: compliance-driven, profitdriven, care-driven, and systemic-driven. He suggests that the nature of the value system
influences the hierarchy of the SBSC. All the elements defining a specific value system can be
found in the transition matrix in Figure 4 (van Marrewijk & Werre, 2002). According to Hansen and
Schaltegger (2012), the value system of the organization is the second dimension influencing the
architecture of the SBSC. We do not go into details concerning the compliance-driven value
system knowing our previous definition of CSR from Davis (1973): “social responsibility begins
where the law ends”. Indeed, the compliance-driven organization only seeks to fulfill legal criteria
and will not undertake any additional actions to go beyond the latter.
The profit-driven organization follows the principle of success, its values range from productivity
to competition. Its main stakeholders are the management, the board, the shareholders,
customers and banks. The company considers its consumers only as a market and try to push its
supply towards them. The suppliers are sub-contracted and their relationship with the company
is limited to a cost-based contract. Finally, prices are market-oriented and supply pushed.
The care-driven organization is ruled by the principle of community, its values focus on harmony,
equality, honesty and trust. Its main stakeholders are similar to the profit-driven organization
while adding employees, volunteers and neighborhoods. The company discovers the human
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being behind the customer. Their suppliers are involved through co-marketing, process control
and internal audits. Finally, prices are set according to a perception of a “fair price”.
The systemic-driven organization follows the principle of synergy, its values are tolerance,
integrity, long-term orientation and systems-thinking. Its main stakeholders are the same as the
care-driven organization while adding the society at large. This type of organization is truly
customer oriented, it co-creates with them. Their suppliers are closely implied through strategic
partnerships and externally verified audits. Prices are set in compliance with the perceived value.

Figure 4: The transition matrix. Source: van Marrewijk, 2004. p. 154.
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b) The different architectures of the sustainability balanced scorecard
Hansen and Schaltegger (2012) identify two variables influencing a SBSC architecture: the
hierarchy (i.e. the importance of one perspective over another) and the integration of
sustainability aspects, through sustainability objectives or KPIs, in the perspectives. They draw
seven types of SBSC architectures (see Figure 5).

Figure 5: A typology of generic SBSCs architectures. Source: Hansen and Schaltegger (2012) p. 17.
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The hierarchy

The scholars identify three types of hierarchy: the strict hierarchy, the partial hierarchy and the
inexistent hierarchy. The value-system defines the hierarchy of the SBSC: the profit-driven
organization will adopt a SBSC with a strict hierarchy, the care-driven organization will use a SBSC
with the partial hierarchy and finally the systemic-driven organization will have a SBSC with no
hierarchy.
The strict hierarchy (see architectures A0, A1, A2) implies that the financial perspective is placed
at the top of the SBSC, indeed the profit-driven organization undertakes its development with
the aim to enhance its economic value. Thus, the cause-and-effect relationships of the strategy
map will be directed towards the financial perspective, every perspective’s objective must create
an extra economic value.
The partial hierarchy (see architectures B1, B2) criticizes this view, proponents of the latter claim
that the relationships cannot only be linear and directed only towards one direction. They
propose to put the triple-bottom-line (i.e. financial, social and environmental results) at the top
of the SBSC or to have more than one perspective at the top. The main difference between the
strict and the partial hierarchy is that in the former, environmental and social actions will be only
undertaken if we can link them to the creation of financial value whereas in the latter, social and
environmental actions can be undertaken for their own sake.
The inexistent hierarchy (see architectures C1, C2a, C2b), also called network structure promotes
a system where each perspectives are linked to each other, thus no perspective is favored over
another and all the objectives must be followed simultaneously.
The integration

According to the type of sustainability strategy, Hansen and Schaltegger (2012) describe three
degrees of integration (see Figure 5).
First, when organizations follow the defensive strategy, there will be a limited integration
consisting in modifying the process perspective of the SBSC by adding few social and
environmental objectives. Gminder and Bieker (2002) define the partial integration and specify
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that we can integrate one or two indicators whether in the process perspective, or in the
customer one. They advise this method to organization adopting credible, efficient and
innovative sustainability strategies.
Second, if the accommodation strategy is chosen, there will be a broad integration i.e. integration
of environmental and social goals in every perspectives of the SBSC.
Finally, when the company is proactive towards sustainability, the SBSC will face an integration
of sustainability goals at all levels and an add-on perspective. Gminder and Bieker (2002) call it
the total integration, they specify that this add-on perspective would be for societal demands
reflecting the needs and relationships between stakeholders, this method is advised for
companies enacting transformative (proactive) sustainability strategies.
There are four variants to the total integration.
The first one is to complement it with an extra perspective comprising environmental and social
objectives. The second one appears when two perspectives are created, one for social goals and
the other for environmental goals. The third one makes a non-market perspective appear, where
all four classic perspectives are present. The last one defines an add-on perspective but withdraw
the principle of broad integration in the other perspectives.
Section 4: The systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecard
After having reviewed the different architectures of the sustainability balanced scorecard, we
ought to choose one form and develop it through a case study. In this section, we justify why we
selected to develop the architecture C2a. (see Figure 5) of the SBSC.
a) Answering the call of the scholars
First, Hansen and Schaltegger (2012) presented the different architectures of the SBSC found in
37 different articles. Some of these architectures were only conceived conceptually while others
were tested empirically: whether through one, multiple or illustrative case studies, whether with
a quantitative analysis. In their implication for future research, Hansen and Schaltegger (2012)
write that we “could identify and investigate case studies in companies following a care-driven
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or systemic-driven value system” (Hansen and Schaltegger, 2012, p. 27). And they emphasized that
“this radical structure has remained a conceptual phenomenon so far (no related empirical
papers exists in the sample)” (Hansen and Schaltegger, 2012, p. 21). Moreover, Voelpel et al. (2006)
call for future research on the systemic scorecard: “the challenge is now for further research to
apply and test more extensively the systemic scorecard in various industries and firm settings”
(Voelpel et al., 2006, p. 57).

We researched on several databases as: EBSCO, Jstor, Wiley Online Library and Sciencedirect. We
used the key words: “sustainability systemic balanced scorecard”, “systemic balanced
scorecard”, “systemic-driven balanced scorecard”, and “systemic-driven sustainability balanced
scorecard”; and no empirical papers published later than 2012 were found.
Second, we spotted a conceptual gap in the model of the systemic-driven SBSC (architecture C2a,
see Figure 5) as it is only composed by five perspectives with one of them grouping the social and
environmental dimensions. We propose to split this last perspective to create two distinct ones.
In conclusion, we have the opportunity to bring something new to the literature by focusing our
case-study on the systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecard as it has never been tested
empirically before and that we notice that there is a way to improve it conceptually by adding a
sixth perspective.
b) The alignment of the systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecard
The systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecards have been introduced by three papers,
respectively written by Voelpel et al. (2006) who modeled the architecture C1, by Bieker and
Waxenberger (2002) who created the architecture C2a, and by Hubbard (2009) who designed the
architecture C2b.
Voelpel et al. (2006) analyzed the balanced scorecard in order to provide a critical review of its
weaknesses and to propose improvements to the latter to adapt it to the innovation economy.
The innovation economy introduces a new mindset in which the scholars believe that industry’s
conditions can be changed, that people exchange for values and services and no longer for goods,
that customers can be co-producer of services, and finally that the new capabilities of the firm
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are much more dependent on external networks. In conclusion, this new economy is way less
rigid, bounded and much more open and collaborative.
Thus, Voelpel et al. (2006) call companies to change in three ways. First, they claim that firms
need to “co-evolve with its environment” in order to “harness energy that resides within the
system […] or by co-creating the business environment pro-actively” (Voelpel et al., 2006, p. 51).
Second, they argue that companies should be more open on their stakeholders because open
innovation relies on outside stakeholders. Third, they highlight the need for firms to co-evolve in
collaboration with their environment in order to be successful.
Finally, they argue that the BSC is tyrannical and puts in danger the survival of the firm because
it hinders the business ecosystem innovation. In the end, they propose a systemic scorecard
which is in their view, more appropriate for this new economic framework and which solves the
problems and weaknesses of the traditional BSC.
Bieker and Waxenberger (2002) researched how stakeholders’ demands could be integrated into
the core management systems of companies, they also wanted to ensure that the three
dimensions of sustainability would be managed and implemented in an equal way.
The authors introduced a management tool for corporate integrity. Integrative corporate ethics
intends to provide a normative framework which would ensure that the corporation valuecreation is beneficial to life itself. A life-conducive value creation ensures that the products and
services improve the well-being of consumers and does not impact negatively the society. Thus,
the authors develop an Integrity Scorecard which adopts a network structure and therefore
ensures an equilibrium between the five perspectives. In their tool, sustainability is considered
as “an integrative element of the principles of doing business” (Bieker and Waxenberger, 2002, p.
18).

Hubbard (2009) advocates for a SBSC coupled with a single-measure Organizational
Sustainability Performance Index in order to provide a consensus on a common reporting
standard and counter the complexity of actual frameworks. He does not present a network
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structure in their SBSC but rather an index at the bottom of it in order to strive for an inclusive
performance goal regrouping the three dimensions of sustainability. This single indicator would
incentivizes managers to respect the triple bottom line and discard the predominance of the
financial dimension. Moreover, having one single index facilitates the comparison of the
sustainable performance between companies.
The three models have three common points which are aligned with our normative framework
of Chapter I and our management theories of Chapter II, they can be summarized around three
axes.
First, the three models emphasize the importance of stakeholder inclusion into the company’s
sustainability strategy. Voelpel et al. (2006) are advocating this inclusion to foster innovation,
Bieker and Waxenberger (2002) are in favor of integrating stakeholder demands to have more
ethics and integrity in the organization and finally Hubbard (2009) creates his index in order to
make it accessible to stakeholders. Thus, the presented SBSCs are also aligned to our normative
framework which was advocating to manage a multiplicity of interests (Johnson, 1971) or to
discard the input-output model (Donaldson & Preston, 1995). Moreover, Porter and Kramer (2006)
also emphasized the importance of taking into account stakeholders to create shared value and
de Kemmeter and Mauhin (2014) argued for systemic business model collaborating with their
surroundings stakeholders.
Second, according to Hansen and Schaltegger (2012), these three SBSC models share the
systemic-driven value system. Our theories presented in Chapter II illustrate also a systemicdriven value system (van Marrewijk, 2004). De Kemmeter and Mauhin’s (2014) systemic
economy argue for new systemic business models anchored in the Ecosystem. Porter and Kramer
(2011) advocate the development of local clusters in order to create shared value, they also
recognize the interdependencies of the business and the society.
Third, the models of Hubbard (2009) and Bieker and Waxenberger (2002) share the same type of
sustainability strategy. Indeed, both follow a proactive one. However, the model from Voelpel et
al. (2006) follows an accommodation sustainability strategy. The proactive sustainability strategy
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(Wilson, 1975), similar to Bieker’s (2003) transformative sustainability strategy, is reflected in

Porter and Kramer (2011) and de Kemmeter and Mauhin (2014). Porter and Kramer (2011) argue
for reconceiving markets and products, and for the development of clusters, clusters “include not
only businesses but institutions” (Porter and Kramer, 2011, p. 12) and they affirm that “firms create
shared value by building clusters to improve company productivity while addressing gaps or
failures in the framework conditions surrounding the cluster” (Porter and Kramer, 2011, p. 12). De
Kemmeter and Mauhin (2014) present new ways to measure value and create business models,
which can be interpreted as creating new markets and changing the institutional framework of
markets and politics.
In conclusion, the systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecard is aligned with our previous
chapters and presents conceptual and empirical gaps, thus we propose to use it as a planning
tool in a case study with the following empirical research question: how is the systemic-driven
SBSC appropriate for the studied company?
Part II: Case Study
First, we present our methodology. Second, we present the project of the interviewed
entrepreneurs, going from the vision, mission and values to an analysis of the stakeholders and
in the end, we depict their strategy. Third, we design their systemic-driven sustainability balanced
scorecard, we describe the strategy map and we set the relevant key performance indicators.
Finally, we finish the case study presenting our findings and we open the discussion.
Chapter I: Methodology
We collected data through semi-structured interviews with two entrepreneurs (Michel and AnneSophie), one at a time and through official documents of the company explaining the business
model. Each interview lasted between twenty-one and seventy-five minutes, there were four in
total. Moreover, we transcribed 36 pages of interview from our recordings. During the
interviews, we followed the methodology described by Léon-Soriano et al. (2010) and Bieker
(2003) to plan the sustainability balanced scorecard. Thus, the first round of interviews were
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designed to understand the vision and the mission of the project, then to clarify the corporate
sustainability strategy in order to define the objectives. Afterwards, we identified the cause-andeffect relationship and finally we defined the key performance indicators.
After the first interview, we analyzed the transcript and took out sentences told by the
entrepreneurs reflecting potential objectives. These sentences were classified into one of the
perspective of our SBSC. Moreover, we formalized their saying by setting clear objectives.
After having set these objectives for the different perspectives and having finished the strategy
map, we researched on the potential relevant key performance indicators (KPIs) which could be
in the systemic-driven SBSC. We interrogated Anne-Sophie who has a background in finance and
therefore who worked frequently with KPIs. Moreover, we reviewed the implementation manual
of the Global Reporting Initiative 4 in order to see if it introduced KPIs which would be aligned to
our objectives. Finally, we used the article of Nikolaou and Tsalis (2013) who developed a SBSC
scoring framework using the GRI, concretely they classified the different GRI KPIs in the four
perspectives of the balanced scorecard: finance, stakeholder, internal, learning and growth.
Hence, the set of KPIs is a mix between what Anne-Sophie told us and our personal research in
the GRI4 and management literature.
The second round of interviews were made to get feedback on the designed strategy map, the
designed systemic-driven SBSC and KPIs in order to be able to validate the model. Some of the
KPIs were inspired by the implementation manual of the Global Reporting Initiative G4. Finally,
in order to determine the entrepreneur’s value-system, we presented them Van Marrewijk’s
(2004) table (see Appendix 17 and 18). The entrepreneurs had to reflect on which value system
they were feeling the closest without seeing the headline of the table. They circled the key words
they were related to and it gave us a good insight on which could be their value-system.
Chapter II: The House project
Michel de Kemmeter graduated from the Rijksuniversiteit Gent as a civil engineer and from the
Catholic university of Leuven as commercial engineer. He is now the founder of UHDR
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Universecity, a company providing not only consultancy services but also aiming to bring a new
societal vision and develop the human potential by creating a new economic model.
Anne-Sophie Snyers has a master in management from the university of Notre-Dame de la Paix
and university of Antwerp. After having worked 14 years as finance manager, cost controlling
manager and finance director of multinational companies, she decided to launch her own
business in collaboration with Michel.
Section 1: The mission, vision and values
Michel and Sophie created together “The House – New Habitat” project (referred latter as The
House). The idea is to apply the concepts of the systemic economy to a real estate project. Their
vision is to bring an added human value into real estate projects. Moreover the House’s mission
is to bring value on the three aspects of sustainability. Michel declared that the economic value
will be a consequence of the two others. The environmental value is represented by the longterm investment in the building (20-30 years horizon): first the buildings’ materials should last on
the long term and in case of disposal, the materials must be as much recyclables as they can and
second, the building should be energy-efficient. The social value creation corresponds to the
reduction the citizen’s feeling of loneliness, to recreate social links and a connection to the
community by having a societal project managed by the community of inhabitants living in the
buildings.
Anne-Sophie claims that both entrepreneurs have “an inspiration to create a different housing”,
she is sensible to the current and future lack of accommodation in Wallonia which corresponds
to 24’000 housing per year (Albrecht & van Hoofstat, 2011) and a growing feeling of loneliness
among people. On the environmental side, she wants to maximize the housing’s thermal
insulation in order to reduce the energy consumption of the households. Their project is
articulated around three themes: the intergenerational link, health and sport.
In conclusion, The House is a project intending to bring value in relation with the three pillars of
sustainability, their vision is to bring a human added value into real estate industry and their
mission is to reconnect people together and provide affordable, ecological housings.
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Section 2: Key stakeholders
During our first two interviews and with the help of official documents (see Appendices 1 to 7),
both entrepreneurs drew up a list of the project’s main stakeholders. We will state them, then
define their needs and expectations, and finally define what they can bring to the project.
a) Needs and expectations: their liabilities
The first group is entrepreneurs, local shops and associations. First of all, the local entrepreneurs
and shops are lacking clients and therefore money for a living. The House project wants to create
jobs and increase their revenue stream. Second, the village of Grez-Doiceau is becoming less and
less lively, the entrepreneurs want to revive it and bring local animation to the inhabitants by
opening the doors of the place and enable the creation of many activities. Third, the local
associations are full of goodwill but are sometimes disorganized, they could become allies of The
House and invest their time and energy in a structured and well-organized project. Finally, the
sportive association needs members to attend their activities.
The second group counts the health actors: doctors, health coaches. Doctors are often lacking
time and trainings to take care of their patients in another way than prescribing them medication.
Citizens lack education in order to prevent diseases to happen by adopting a wholesome living
style. But this prevention work cannot possibly be achieved by the doctors due to their workload.
Thus, The House project will organize conferences in their housing, invite health coaches to
educate and support people about health issues. The health coaches need clients, thanks to the
project they will have the opportunity to sell coaching sessions.
The third group is the public institutions. The municipality has a lot of insalubrious empty
housings which need to be renovated, and their public finances are not doing well and therefore
they cannot invest. Furthermore, they need cheap accommodations for their citizens but they
are lacking of experience and structure to renovate buildings. Finally, the municipality wants to
revive the village on the social and economic side.
The fourth group is the bank and investors. The present bank is a cooperative bank where every
collaborator has to bring his own clients, they were seduced by the financial plan but also by the
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purpose of the project. The bank needs entrepreneurial clients, they need also new business
opportunities like this one, if they see that The House works, they will be more willing to lend
money to such projects in the future.
b) What stakeholders can bring to the project: their assets
The first group, i.e. the inhabitants and the associations, can participate to the project during
conferences and other events organized, they bring motivation, engagement and new ideas to
the project. The sportive association can offer their infrastructure for the members of the project
who want to do sport. The entrepreneurs bring their expertise in their field, they are part of the
network. The second group, i.e. the doctors and health coaches, will prescribe health coaching
sessions to their patients. The health coaches will design and deliver the sessions during the
conferences, and they will follow their patients. The third group, i.e. the municipality, will
facilitate the administrative process concerning the urbanism permit, they will as well open their
network and introduce our Michel and Anne-Sophie to their partners (sportive centers,
communal services). Finally, the fourth group, i.e. the bank and investors will finance the project.
Section 3: The direct and indirect customers
The direct customers are the future inhabitants of the housing. The candidates willing to rent a
flat will be interviewed to see if they are motivated and connected to the project. They need to
be ready to engage in the project by volunteering some of their time, i.e. organizing the living
and common garden but also be active in the organization of conferences. Once selected, they
can first rent the flat and then after first 5 years, they will be offered the option to buy it.
Their needs and expectations are: first an affordable housing, second a reconnection to a
community and third a purpose in life. The project intends to provide all three by: offering
accommodations at a fair price, building a community among inhabitants and finally, engaging
them to revive the village.
The indirect customers are the people not living in the house but participating to the activities
organized. We need to track their increase in order to sense the impact on the community.
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Section 4: The strategy
The success of the strategy of The House relies mainly on their customers and the stakeholders’
engagement in the project. After having renovated the building, candidates can rent a flat after
having been selected and the creation process of the community begins. The inhabitants will be
the core of the project as all the stakeholders and indirect customers will gravitate around them
and rely on them for the final organization, hence the inhabitants are the backbone of the
organization. Michel and Anne-Sophie will coach and support their direct customers, the
objective is to see them taking the lead of the project within five years. The stakeholders need to
become partners of the project and to be empowered in order to bring new value to the whole
village through the conferences and events organized.
Chapter III: The systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecard for “The House”
Section 1: The perspectives
Our systemic-driven balanced scorecard is composed of six perspectives. Considering the central
role of the stakeholders in The House strategy, we decided to separate the unique perspective
“environment & society” to create two distinct perspectives: environment and stakeholders (see
Figure 7).
Section 2: The objectives of the systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecard
The objectives of each perspective were deduced from the interviews. For example, when Michel
was talking about “the engagement of the communities”, we sorted it in the stakeholder
perspective and defined one objective: “engage, empower and educate”. In the following part,
we often justify the objectives with one or two sentences coming from the first two interviews.
However, few objectives were found besides and proposed afterwards to the entrepreneurs. We
respected the rule of Kaplan and Norton (1992): “twenty is plenty” thus we did not set more than
three objectives per perspective except for the environment, in total we have nineteen
objectives.
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a) Objectives of the stakeholders perspective
The first objective is to “create jobs and bring value”. This objective is illustrated by Michel saying:
“the coach’s problem is that he doesn’t have enough clients […] we are going to offer him
contracts” (20:47). Anne-Sophie wants to “revive the municipality” (33:30). The second objective
is to “engage, empower and educate”. Anne-Sophie illustrates this by saying: “our objective, on
a horizon of five years is to make this community autonomous” (51:52). Michel completes it by
saying: “they will bring their motivation, their passion, it is the engagement of the communities”
(16:44). Finally, Michel states: “what we want to do […] is to work more on the prevention (NB:
for health problem), on the education of people” (18:48). The third and last objective is to
“change mentalities”. Anne-Sophie explicitly sets the objective “change mentalities” (1:03:57).
b) Objectives of the customer perspective
The first objective is to “give a purpose” as Michel says: “we are going to answer a quest of
purpose” (10:20). The second objective is to “satisfy and engage on the long term”. Michel wants
to answer the question “is his (the customer) purchase fulfilling his dream?” (30:03). Finally, he
emphasizes the long term dimension “we need to build something where people stay motivated”
(24:24). The final objective is to “attract new customers”. Michel states: “do I create a
community, does it grow?” (32:10).
c) Objectives of the process perspective
The first objective is to create a “stakeholder engagement process”. Michel says: “we need that
the motivation to keep the project ongoing is higher than the “greed” (sell the flat to make
profit)” (24:33). Anne-Sophie talks about: “regular meetings to coach them” (52:50). The second
objective is to create a “governance charter”. Michel details: “we will have to create a charter of
governance” (23:44). The third objective is to create processes on “waste generation and energy
consumption”.
d) Objectives of the environment perspective
The first objective is to “have buildings easy to renovate and dispose”. Michel specifies that:
“later, when we need to re-renovate or knock it down, the impact will not be that we put
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everything in a container” (2:52). The second objective is to “grow organic food”. Anne-Sophie
talks about: “creating a common garden where people can have a common vegetable garden”
(5:07). The third objective is to have a “low amount of waste disposed”. This is a personal idea
which was confirmed by both entrepreneurs. The fourth objective is to achieve a “low energy
consumption”. Michel says: “we want the accommodation cheap to heat up” (2:23).
e) Objectives of the learning and growth perspective
The first objective is to educate on “waste management” in order to reach our environmental
targets. The second objective is to educate on “health, sport and intergenerational solidarity”
which is aligned to the three pillars of the project. The third objective is to educate on “collective
intelligence, systemic economy”. Michel affirms that: “we need trainings on collective
intelligence” (37:28), “participative governance” (37:54), “sustainable health” (38:03). AnneSophie talks about “coaching” and “helping them to solve their problems” (52:20)
f) Objectives of the finance perspective
Michel says that: “we realized that the economic value will be a consequence of the
environmental and societal value” (02:00).
The first objective is to “sell everything fast enough”. Michel says: “it is very interesting to see
the sales speed” (28:03), “we want to sell fast” (28:22). The second objective is to have a “good
return on investment for the banks, investors and entrepreneurs”. The financial plan for investors
offers bonds with 4% coupons, the bank must be remunerated and our entrepreneurs must make
a living. The third objective is to create a “total community wealth”. Indeed, the entrepreneurs
talked about creating jobs and developing the local economy.
Section 3: The strategy map
After the first interview, we gathered the previously presented objectives and then we
conceptualized the strategy map (see Figure 6). The strategy map of the systemic-driven
sustainability balanced scorecard is extremely complex. This complexity is related to two factors:
first, the number of interrelations between the perspectives and second, the multiple levels
(direct, indirect and circular) of cause-and-effect relationships.
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Figure 6: Strategy Map of the systemic-driven SBSC
First, we highlight fifteen direct cause-and-effect relationships between the six perspectives.
Indeed, the structure of the systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecard imposes that each
perspective is linked to all the others perspectives.
Second, we figured out three kinds of cause-and-effect relationships between the perspectives:
direct, indirect and circular. First, the direct relationship is represented by an action taken in
perspective A which will support the advancement of an objective in perspective B. In Figure 6,
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it is illustrated by the line number 1. Second, an indirect relationship is represented by an action
taken in perspective A having a repercussion on perspective B which is influencing perspective C.
In Figure 6, we can illustrate this by following line number 1, then line number 2. Third, a circular
cause-and-effect relationship happens as soon as we see an effect starting from perspective A,
creating a loop and coming back to perspective A. This circular cause-and-effect relationship is
therefore creating a virtuous circle. In Figure 6, an example would be to start with line number
1, pass by line number 2 and then follow line number 11 thus heading back to perspective A.
Section 4: The key performance indicators of the systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecard
As before, we respected the rule “twenty is plenty” and found twenty KPIs. Some of the indicators
are proxy indicators i.e. an indicator which includes several indicators (see Appendices 8 to 16).
The KPIs preceded by the letter G4 come from the GRI-G4 literature.
a) KPIs for the stakeholder perspective
The first KPI is the G4-EC7 entitled “Development and impact of infrastructure investments and
services supported”. The KPI measures if the necessary drivers (infrastructure investments and
services supported) are present in order to create jobs and bring value to the community. The
second KPI is the G4-EC9 named “Proportion of spending on local suppliers”, this KPI analyzes the
procurement budget. Indeed, in order to revive the economic activity of the village and tackle
unemployment, the procurement budget should be partially spent to employ local
entrepreneurs. The third KPI is the G4-SO11 called “Number of grievance about impacts on
society filled, addressed and resolved”. The number of grievance is a relevant information in
order to assess the needs of a community. Computing the number of needs addressed and solved
reflects the social performance of the organization. The last two KPIs were discovered in our
interviews. The first one is the “satisfaction survey result” (54:15, Anne-Sophie) and the second
one is the “number of new members” to see if the community is growing (32:25, Michel).
b) KPIs for the customer perspective
The first KPI is the “result of the interview” (30:35, Michel) (51:33, Anne-Sophie). Indeed, once
accepted in the project, the person is supposedly motivated and engaged. The second one is a
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“satisfaction survey result” (54:15, Anne-Sophie) to ensure having satisfied customers and
improve their experience. The third one is the percentage of new customers. And the fourth one
is the “turnover” (54:25, Anne-Sophie) which indicates the level of customer satisfaction and the
durability of the project.
c) KPIs for the process perspective
The process perspective includes three KPIs. The first one is the G4-SO1: “Percentage of
operations with implemented local community engagement, impact assessments and
development programs”. A high percentage indicates that the stakeholder engagement process
is functioning. The second one is the G4-EN6: “reduction of energy consumption”. Reduction of
energy consumption results from an inhabitant education on energy consumption and from
established processes aim at consuming less. The third one is the “level of engagement” which
can be: passive, reactive, participative, empowerment, leadership (Hashagan, 2002). The level of
engagement should increase if the stakeholder engagement process is efficient.
d) KPIs for the environment perspective
The first environmental KPI is the G4-EN23: “Total weight of waste by type and disposal method”,
it comprises several categories enabling the firm to monitor how the waste is disposed (reused,
recycled, composted, incinerated…). The second KPI is the G4-EN3: “Energy consumption within
the organization”, with which we measure the energy consumption per type of energy (gas in
m3, electricity in Kwh). The third KPI is the G4-EN5: “Energy intensity”. This KPI assesses the
effectiveness of the insulation of the building by computing the amount of Kwh or m3 which are
consumed per m2. Finally, we have the indicator “m2 of vegetable garden” to ensure that organic
food grows.
e) KPIs for the learning and growth perspective
There are two indicators in this perspective. The first one is the G4-LA9: “Average hours of
training per year” revealing the number of conferences and trainings delivered. The second one
is the “attendance to the workshops and conferences” (33:48, Michel).
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f) KPIs for the finance perspective
Our first KPI is the economic value created in the village. Our second KPI is the return on
investment (ROI). And the last one is the “percentage of flats sold after five years” or the “sales
speed” (27:54, Michel).
Chapter IV: Findings
We argue that the systemic-driven SBSC is appropriate for The House project. Indeed, we show
that the entrepreneurs adopt a proactive/transformative sustainability strategy and that they are
both aligned to a systemic-driven value system. Hence, The House project respects the two
dimensions defining a systemic-driven architecture of the SBSC (see Figure 7).
First, The House’s strategy should be considered as proactive, indeed the two entrepreneurs are
society-oriented and acting proactively. They attempt to create a new type of market by shifting
and making an institutional change: first, in human needs and consumption patterns (i.e. living
in a community and living meaningfully thanks to the purchase of an apartment), second in
politics (i.e. making an alliance with the municipality and helping it to revive the village and the
economy) and third in the framework of markets (i.e. changing the real estate industry by selling
housings where projects are organized).
Second, we argue that both interviewees have a systemic-driven value system, indeed they
circled a larger proportion of systemic-driven principles in van Marrewijk’s (2004) table (see
Appendices 17 and 18). In order to develop our argumentation, we selected three value-driven
principles coinciding with interview quotes.
The first principle of the value-system is the “values examples” (van Marrewijk, 2004), two of them
are: systems-thinking, long-term orientation. They are illustrated by Michel when he says that:
“the idea is to apply the systemic economy model to the real estate industry” (1:00); “we all
invest for 20 to 30 years” (2:14) and by Anne-Sophie when she underlines that: “one theme which
calls to mind is to see that in 2030, we will be lacking 300’000 housings in Wallonia, how are we
going to do?” (1:31), moreover the strategy explained in the interviews and in the company’s
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documents showcases a systemic thinking. The second principle is that the “main stakeholders
are the society at large” (van Marrewijk, 2004). This is showcased by Anne-Sophie: “so we told
ourselves, here there is a way for us to take action and to have a role in society to create these
housings” (1:47); “this role in society is something important for us because one of our common
mission that we found is to bring a contribution to the common good” (2:05). The third principle
is that “the organization adopts a together win approach with its neighborhood” (van Marrewijk,
2004). The latter is again illustrated by Anne-Sophie: “We would like to make connections

between our new community and the sport center, the social care services and the other
communities” (32:30); “one of my mission is to participate to the common good of the
municipality, I need to include all these actors, all these customers to fulfill my mission” (33:30).
Our findings highlight that the systemic-driven SBSC has the potential to help the planning of a
non-bounded instrumental sustainability strategy. We argue that following the creation process
of a systemic-driven SBSC does not misguide the management on sustainability. Indeed, in a
profit-driven SBSC it reveals that the cause-and-effect relationships are always directed to the
top of the tool (i.e. the financial perspective) and are drawn in mechanistic way. This reasoning
incentivizes the strategist to think about profit when setting the objectives in the other
perspectives, it creates a mind map that can substantially influence his decision-making about
objectives and targets setting. On the contrary, the strategy map of the systemic-driven SBSC is
extremely complex, there is not one clear subjacent pathway going from the other perspectives
to the financial one, the cause-and-effect relationships are tangled. Thus, the tool ends up more
balanced and the objectives’ priority equalized. We conclude saying that the dreaded a-priori
predominance of the financial perspective is eliminated in the systemic-driven SBSC.
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Figure 7: “The House” systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecard.
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Discussion
We are aware that the systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecard is not the panacea for
achieving a sustainable development in every company. We acknowledge that tensions might
arise in the planning and the implementation of a sustainability strategy. Hence, we open the
debate on a possible solution to manage trade-offs.
The integrative view advocates for the management of multiple objectives, and more particularly
for respecting the three aspects of sustainability simultaneously even if they contradict each
other. The pursuing of synchronic but opposed objectives leads to paradoxes embedding
tensions. Managers need to embrace these tensions rather than dismissing them (Hahn et al.,
2014).

When managers plan their strategies, the construction process of the systemic-driven SBSC might
be the subject of such tensions. Even though the systemic-driven SBSC’s hierarchy is not profitdriven, they might still be tempted to favor a financial objective over a social or an environmental
one. Indeed, the strategy map of the systemic-driven SBSC presents a mind map fostering causeand-effect relationships not only directed at the financial perspective but managers could plan
virtuous circles focusing on the financial objectives. Another problem could stem from employees
who would not respect the plan and thus would favor the financial aspects over the social or the
environmental dimensions during the implementation of the strategy.
Jensen (2001) advocates that an overall objective function is needed in order to manage the
trade-offs stemming from a multiple objective strategy, he also argues that managers should
specifically specify how they would manage the trade-offs occurring between the dimensions.
However, Hansen and Schaltegger (2012) argue that the SBSC is representing the overall strategy
and therefore that details of the implementation such as trade-offs management should be
thought through at a decentralized level with other instruments like incentive schemes.
Moreover, they argue that a triple-bottom-line placed at the top of the SBSC gives no further
guidance on how to deal with the upcoming trade-offs between different sustainability
objectives. Thus, they are concerned about a de-coupling between the strategic planning and the
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actual implementation of the strategy. Indeed, individuals have their own preferences and values
and might not necessarily respect the corporate strategy conceptualized by the top managers.
Porter and Kramer (2011) were criticizing the sustainability school because its scholars were
questioning trade-offs in sustainability management without giving any framework to address
them. Wilson et al. (2006) argue that a strong corporate culture is necessary to ensure that
managers will handle trade-offs in an adequate ways. Fortunately, scholars looked deeper into
the subject and created strategies in order to manage tensions on sustainability.
Indeed, a solution would be that each individual in the organization acknowledges tensions and
comprehends their nature. Afterwards, the organization could implement acceptance and
resolution strategies to manage these tensions (Hahn et al., 2014). On one hand, an acceptance
strategy would identify the two poles of the tension and “keep the paradox open and live with
the tension”. On the other hand, a resolution strategy would intend to manage the paradox
rather by linking the two poles or by “addressing the two poles at different locations or different
points in time” (Hahn et al., 2014, p. 49).
Thus, this solution might be valuable in the building process of the systemic-driven SBSC and
during the implementation of the designed sustainability strategy. Indeed, tensions can already
arise during the planning of the strategy. For instance, one of the strategist might not have the
same vision on sustainability than his colleagues or the organizational culture (i.e. personal versus
their organization’s sustainability agenda tension), it might cause problems during the settings of
the objectives and the design of the strategy map.
In the presented case study, we can pinpoint one possible tension: the isomorphism versus
structural change. Indeed, the entrepreneurs are proposing something radically different than
the traditional real estate market. This new kind of housing differentiates with the
institutionalized practices of buying and living in an apartment. But the entrepreneurs are already
challenging the tension with a resolution strategy consisting in shaping a new institutional
framework.
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Conclusion
Throughout this thesis, we introduced the reader to several theoretical concepts and findings.
First, we presented the normative concept of corporate social responsibility, then we defined
sustainability and distinguished both concepts. Second, we explained how sustainability was
interpreted in the strategic management literature with the business case of sustainability and
we highlighted that this interpretation was usually instrumentally bounded. Third, we presented
the different architectures of the sustainability balanced scorecards and developed in details the
concept of the systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecard. Fourth, we introduced the
reader to a case study where two entrepreneurs were planning a proactive/transformative
sustainability strategy with the systemic-driven sustainability balanced scorecard. During the
case study, we created the tool starting with the objective-setting and finishing with the
definition of key performance indicators partially found in the Global Reporting Initiative
literature. We concluded by arguing that this cutting-edge management tool might be a sound
alternative to the balanced scorecard to strive for a sustainable development of companies and
keep away from doing business as usual.
However, our study is limited in two ways. First, we merely analyzed the planning of a
sustainability strategy. Further research could investigate empirically the implementation of a
sustainability strategy with the systemic-driven SBSC, and gauge the deviation of the
implemented sustainability strategy compared to the one planned. Second, our case study
focused on a very small company, further research could be undertaken with larger companies.
In practice, managers could use this tool to plan their strategy and be guided in a new paradigm
of non-bounded instrumental thinking, i.e. finding new value drivers not only related to finance
but rather to the six different perspectives. However, they should be aware that this tool is firstly
a planning tool and that tensions between the objectives might arise during the implementation
of the strategy. Thus, we recommend corporations to develop a strong sustainability corporate
culture along with adequate trainings in order to ensure that every individual is committed to the
sustainability goals and can handle upcoming trade-offs in a responsible manner.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: Ecosystem of the The House Systemic Business Model showing the different
liabilities (needs) of the stakeholders. Source: official documents
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Appendix 2: Ecosystem of the The House Systemic Business Model showing the different
stakeholders’ assets useful for The House. Source: official documents
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Appendix 3: Ecosystem of the The House Systemic Business Model. Source: official documents
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Appendix 4: Ecosystem of the The House Systemic Business Model. Source: official documents
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Appendix 5: Ecosystem of the The House Systemic Business Model showing what The House can
bring to its stakeholders. Source: official documents
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Appendix 6: Ecosystem of the The House Systemic Business Model. Source: official documents
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Appendix 7: Ecosystem of the The House Systemic Business Model. Source: official documents
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Appendix 8: GRI-G4 definition of KPI G4-EN5. Source: GRIG4 (2013) Implementation manual
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Appendix 9: GRI-G4 definition of KPI G4-EN23. Source: GRIG4 (2013) Implementation manual
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Appendix 10: GRI-G4 definition of KPI G4-EN3. Source: GRIG4 (2013) Implementation manual
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Appendix 11: GRI-G4 definition of KPI G4-EC7. Source: GRIG4 (2013) Implementation manual
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Appendix 12: GRI-G4 definition of KPI G4-EC9. Source: GRIG4 (2013) Implementation manual
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Appendix 13: GRI-G4 definition of KPI G4-SO11. Source: GRIG4 (2013) Implementation manual
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Appendix 14: GRI-G4 definition of KPI G4-LA9. Source: GRIG4 (2013) Implementation manual
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Appendix 15: GRI-G4 definition of KPI G4-SO1. Source: GRIG4 (2013) Implementation manual
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Appendix 16: GRI-G4 definition of KPI G4-EN6. Source: GRIG4 (2013) Implementation manual
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Appendix 17: van Marrewijk & Werre’s (2003) table filled by Anne-Sophie
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Appendix 18: van Marrewijk & Werre’s (2003) table filled by Michel
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